
The Shifting of Games 
 
 
All things require a starting point to even exist and trust me, games aren’t even remotely 

an exception to this. But as with most things, games started rather basically, with arcade 

cabinets. Now understand I mean video games, not much else, and I don't mean they started 

there. I mean they became much more popular there. When arcade cabinets became a thing and 

game after game was released for them, they swept the nation one could say. And among the, 

three predominant genres were 2D side-scrollers and 2D top-downs, such as Pac-Man. This was 

just the start of it all. As time progressed more an more tech allowed for more types of games, 

away went some of the top downs and in came 2D side scrollers! They were able to build much 

better worlds, much bigger games, and much more lively and interesting scenarios using these 

games. You knew the limits still rather well so things were limited enough to where you didn’t 

have too many concerns such as you would with modern games like Fallout, thus games like 

Mario and later on Contra and the such succeeded during such a time. Mingling in however came 

fighting games. You had a  much simpler side-by-side area to work with, and in this it was PVP, 

so your constraints were stretched yet also fixed. With games like Street fighter and Mortal 

Kombat these flourished. But then… well, everything changed. One of the more well known 

genres in games, shooters, weren’t always first person. If anything, some of the first to come to 

mind, such as Contra, were side scrollers that could be considered shooters. Of course as time 

progressed and things changed, we eventually hit Wolfenstein 3D and the lovely genre of First 

Person shooters, where things skyrocketed more than they already had before. Shooters, like 

many games, do need a bit of a basis. I couldn’t find the first shooter ever, but shooters started 



like most other games did when they got more popular, side scrolling action. You could move 

left and right, shoot at things with your attack buttons, and that was all you needed to know. 

Over time of course it got more advanced with better engines, 8-directional aiming, jumping, a 

lot of upgrades, things got wild. Around 1994 and onwards, when Doom was released, the 

existence of FPS’s was viable and well done, and ever since they’ve been skyrocketing, doing 

their best at the time. When graphics get better though and Call of Duty World at War came out, 

I’d say then they skyrocketed again, ever since being a massive staple in the gaming community 

and receiving many to the ranks upoin ranks of first person shooters. 

 


